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B.E./B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2015. 

Second Semester 

Computer Science and Engineering 

CS 6202 — PROGRAMMING AND DATA STRUCTURES – I 

(Common to Information Technology) 

(Regulations 2013) 

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks 

Answer ALL questions. 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 marks) 

1. What is recursion? Give example. 

2. What will be output of following program? 

  #include<stdio.h> 

  int main() 

  { int i = 3; 

   int *j; 

   int **k; 

   j = &i; 

   k = &j; 

   printf("%u %u %d '', k,*k,**k); 

   return 0; 

  } 

3. Write a simple program to read the Numbers from the file and display 

numbers. 

4. Compare structure and union. 

5. What is Abstract data type? Give example. 

6. What is doubly circularly linked list? 

7. What is Stack and Queue? 

8. Evaluate the following expression using stack. 

  5 6 2 + * 8 4 / – 

9. What is rehashing? 

10. Compare linear search and binary search. 

Question Paper Code : 27157 
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PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 marks) 

11. (a) (i)  Explain the various Conditional and Control statements in C.  (10) 

  (ii) Write a function, which will take an array as an argument along 
with another argument-size and based on the passed arguments, it 
will return average of the numbers passed through the array. (6) 

Or 

 (b) (i)  Write a C program to find sum of two matrix of order 2*2 using 
arrays. Get the Elements of matrix from the user. (10) 

  (ii)  What is a function pointer? With example explain how to use 
function pointer.   (6) 

12. (a) (i) Create a structure Complex (data members-real and imag). Write a 
function to add two complex numbers, which will take 2 complex 
numbers as arguments and return the complex number. (8) 

  (ii) Create a structure employee (data members–Name and salary). 
Write a function, using array of objects get 5 employees details and 
display them.   (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i)  Write a program to read a file and count the number of characters 
and lines in it.    (8) 

  (ii)  Give the format and use of the following File Handling operations 
in C : fopen, fread, fwrite and fseek (8) 

13. (a) (i)  Write a function to add two Polynomials using linked list. (8) 

  (ii)  Write a routine to merge given two sorted linked lists. (8) 

Or 

 (b) What is meant by doubly linked list? Write the functions to perform the 
following operations in a doubly linked list.   

  (i) Insert after a specified node   (6) 

  (ii) Delete the node at a given position.  (5) 

  (iii) Display – from the beginning to end.  (5) 

14. (a) (i)  What is a circular queue and double-ended queue? Give suitable 
examples to differentiate them. (6)  

  (ii)  Write a routine to implement the Circular queue using array.  (10) 

Or 

 (b)  Discuss any two applications of stack with relevant examples. (16) 

15. (a) (i)  Sort the following sequence using Quick sort algorithm. Choose the 
pivot as median.    (8) 

   38 81 22 48 13 69 93 14 45 58 79 72 

  (ii)  Write a routine for Merge sort. (8) 

Or 

 (b) Explain the following collision resolution strategies with example.  

  (i) Separate chaining    (5) 

  (ii) Linear probing    (5) 

  (iii) Quadratic probing.   (6) 

————————— 
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B.E./B.Tech.  DEGREE EXAMINATION, MAY/JUNE 2016 

Second Semester 

Computer Science and Engineering 

CS 6202 – PROGRAMMING AND DATA STRUCTURES – I 

(Common to Information Technology)  

(Regulations 2013) 

 

Time : Three Hours  Maximum : 100 Marks 

 

Answer ALL questions. 

PART – A (10 ×××× 2 = 20 Marks) 
 

 

1. What is pointer of pointer ? Give Example. 

2. Write the difference between while and do-while loop. 

3. Write a C program to read a single character from a file. 

4. Differentiate between random access and sequential access file. 

5. Define ADT. 

6. What is circular linked list ? 

7. Given the infix for an expression, write its prefix a*b/c+d. 

8. How do you define double ended Queue ? 

9. What is the time complexity of the insertion sort ? 

10. What is hashing ?  
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PART – B (5 ×××× 16 = 80 Marks) 
 

11. (a) Explain in detail about variable number of arguments with an example.     (16) 

OR 

 (b) What is function pointer ? Write a C program to add two matrices using function 

pointer.  (16) 

 

12. (a) (i) Write a C program to read the contents of a file “input.txt” and write the 

contents to “output.txt”.  (8) 

  (ii) Explain in detail about random access file concept with an example.      (8) 

    OR 

 (b) Explain in detail about structure with suitable example.  (16) 

 

13. (a) Write C code for singly linked list with insert, delete, display operations using 

structure   pointer.  (16) 

OR 

 (b) Illustrate the algorithms to implement the doubly linked list and perform all the 

operations on the created list.  (16) 

 

14. (a) (i) Develop an algorithm to implement Queue ADT.Give relevant examples 

and diagrammatic representations.  (12)  

  (ii) Differentiate between double ended queue and Circular queue.               (4) 

OR 

 (b) (i) Write an algorithm to convert the infix expression to postfix expression. (10)  

  (ii) Show the simulation using stack for the following expression to convert 

infix to postfix : p*q+(r-s/t).                                                                        (6) 

 

15. (a) Explain the following :   

  (i) Binary searching  (8) 

  (ii) Rehashing (8) 

    OR 

 (b) Sort the following integer elements using Quick Sort 40,20,70,14,60,61,97,30 (16) 

______________ 
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B.E./B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL/MAY 2017. 

Second Semester 

Computer Science and Engineering 

CS 6202 – PROGRAMMING AND DATA STRUCTURES – I 

(Common to Information Technology) 

(Regulations 2013) 

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks 

Answer ALL questions. 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 marks) 

1. State the output of the code and justify the answer. 

 #include<stdio.h> 

 main( ) 

 { 

  char const *st=”HeIlo”; 

  *st= ‘M’; 

  printf(%c\n”, st); 

  st = “Bye”;  

  printf(“%s\n”, st); 

 } 

2. Identify the errors in the following Preprocessor statements. 

 • #define ABS(x) (x>0)?(x) : (-x) 

 • #ifdef(FLAG)  

   #undef FLAG 

  #endif 

Question Paper Code : 71672 
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3. State the output of the code and give the explanation. 

  #include<stdio.h> 

 main( ) 

 { 

  struct aa 

  { int x; char y; }; 

  struct bb  

  { int z;       };  

  union A 

  { struct aa a; struct bb b;  }B; 

   B.a.x = 512; 

  Printf(“%d %d %d”, B.a.x, B.a.y, B.b.z); 

 } 

4. Mention the different file opening modes in C. 

5. Define abstract data type. 

6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of linked lists over arrays? 

7. Define stack. List some of the applications of stack. 

8. What are double ended queues? 

9. Sort the following numbers using insertion sort. 

 3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9, 2, 6, 5 

10. Give the significance of extendible hashing. 

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 marks) 

11. (a) (i) Write a C program using functions to add two matrices and return 

the resultant matrix to the calling function. (8) 

  (ii) Write a C Program to implement any four string handling functions 

using functions and pointers.  (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Write a program to convert all the upper-case letters to lower-case 

and vice versa in a given string. (8) 

  (ii) Explain about how to declare pointer to a function with an example.  

     (8) 
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12. (a) Define a structure to store details of 10 bank customers with customer 

name, account no., balance, and city. Write a C program to store the 

details of the customer in the bank, access and print the customer details 

for a specified account no.   (16) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Write a C-program to read the contents of file “in.txt” and write the 

contents to a file “out. txt”.  (8) 

  (ii) Explain about file manipulators with snippet code for each. (8) 

13. (a) Develop a C program to split a linked list into two sub lists containing 

odd and even ordered elements in them respectively. (16) 

Or 

 (b) Write a C program to add two polynomials using linked list. (16) 

14. (a) (i) Write an algorithm to convert the infix expression to postfix 

expression using stack.   (8) 

  (ii) Simulate the conversion of infix to postfix expression using stack for 

the following expression :  (8) 

   3 – (4 / 2 ) + (1 * 5) + 6 

Or 

 (b) (i) Formulate an ADT to implement Queue using inked list.  (8) 

  (ii) Write a C Program to implement the circular queue using arrays. 

     (8) 

15. (a) (i) Sort the following sequence using quick sort.  (8) 

   3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9, 2, 6, 5, 3, 5 

  (ii) Write a C program to search a number with the given set of 

numbers using binary search.  (8) 

Or 

 (b) Illustrate with example the open addressing and chaining methods of 

collision resolution techniques in hashing. (16) 

————————— 
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B.E./B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL/MAY 2015. 

Second Semester 

Computer Science and Engineering 

CS 6202 — PROGRAMMING AND DATA STRUCTURES – I 

(Common to Information Technology) 

(Regulation 2013) 

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks 

Answer ALL questions. 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 marks) 

1. Give two examples of C preprocessors with syntax. 

2. What are function pointers in C? Explain with example. 

3. What is the difference between getc( ) and getchar( )? Explain. 

4. Explain the syntax as given below: 

 fread(&my_record,sizeof(struct rec),1,ptr_myfile); 

5. Define ADT. 

6. What is static linked list? State any two applications of it. 

7. Write the syntax of Calloc ( ) and Realloc ( ) and mention its application in 

linked list. 

8. Given the prefix for an expression, write its postfix :  

 – * – + a b c / e f –g / h i 

9. What is meant by internal and external sorting? Give four examples of each 

type. 

10. State the applications of linear and binary search techniques. 

Question Paper Code : 77092 
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PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 marks) 

11. (a) (i)  Write a function that returns a pointer to the maximum value of an 

array of double’s. If the array is empty, return NULL. 

   double * maximum(double * a, int size); (8) 

  (ii) Write a C program to find all the roots of a quadratic equation.  (8) 

Or 

 (b)  (i)  Write a C Program using function to check if the given input 

number is palindrome or not.  (8) 

  (ii) Explain the C preprocessor operators, each with a neat example 

that is used to create macros.  (8) 

12. (a) (i)  Write a C program that uses functions to perform the following 

operations using structure : 

   (1) Reading a complex number 

   (2) Writing a complex number 

   (3) Addition of two complex numbers 

   (4) Multiplication of two complex numbers (12) 

  (ii) State the advantages and disadvantages of structures and unions  

in C programming.   (4) 

Or 

 (b) (i)  Perform the following to manipulate file handling using C. 

   (1) Define an input file handle called input_file, which is a pointer 

to a type FILE. 

   (2) Using input_file, open the file results.dat for read mode. 

   (3) Write C statements which tests to see if input_file has opened 

the data file successfully. If not, print an error message and 

exit the program. 

   (4) Write C code which will read a line of characters (terminated 

by a \n) from input_file into a character array called buffer. 

NULL terminate the buffer upon reading a \n. 

   (5) Close the file associated with input_file. (12) 

  (ii) Using C Programming, display the contents of a file on screen.  (4)  

13. (a)  Write a C Program to perform addition, subtraction and multiplication 

operations on polynomial using linked list. (16) 

Or 

 (b)  Write C Code for Circular link list with create, insert, delete, display 

operations using structure pointer.  (16) 
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14. (a) (i)  Write C Program that checks if expression is correctly 

parenthesized using stack.   (12) 

  (ii)  Write the function to check for stack status as Full ( ) or Empty ( ). 

    (4) 

Or 

 (b) Write C Program to Implement Queue Functions Using Arrays and 

Macros.    (16) 

15. (a)  (i)  Sort the given integers and show the intermediate results using 

shell sort  

   35, 12, 14, 9, 15, 45, 32, 95, 40, 5 (8) 

  (ii) Write C code to sort an integer array using shell sort. (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i)  Write a C Code to perform binary search. (10) 

  (ii)  Explain the Rehashing techniques. (6) 

————————— 
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B.E./B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2016. 

Second Semester 

Computer Science and Engineering  

CS 6202 — PROGRAMMING AND DATA STRUCTURES – I 

(Common to Information Technology)  

(Regulations 2013) 

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks 

Answer ALL questions. 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 marks) 

1. Differentiate between call by value and call by reference. 

2. What are preprocessor directives? Give examples.  

3. Write the different file manipulators.  

4. Mention the functions for opening the file in read mode.  

5. What is an ADT? 

6. What is data structure? How it is classified? 

7. Define Queue. 

8. Give any two applications of stack. 

9. Name the sorting techniques which use the divide and conquer strategy. 

10. What is the difference between linear search and binary search? 

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 marks) 

11. (a) Explain functions with variable number of arguments in detail. Write a  
C program to find the sum of n numbers using functions with variable 
number of arguments.    (16) 

 Or 

 (b) Explain the following: 

  (i) Function pointer in C   (8) 

  (ii) Control Statements in C.   (8) 

Question Paper Code : 80286 
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12. (a) (i) What is a structure? Write a C program to add and subtract the two 

complex numbers using structures. (8) 

  (ii) Explain the concept of random access files with an example. (8) 

 Or 

 (b) Store ten names of students in a file called ‘data .txt’. Perform operations 

to sort their names alphabetically. Write the sorted names into another 

file called ‘names .txt’. Display the names from ‘names .txt’ by opening 

the file in read mode. Close the files after performing all operations. (16) 

13. (a) What is singly linked list? Write a C program that uses functions to 

perform the following operation on singly list with suitable diagrammatic 

representations. Consider all cases: 

  (i)   Insertion (ii)   Deletion (iii)   Traversal in both ways. (16) 

 Or 

 (b) Illustrate the necessary algorithms to implement doubly linked list and 

perform all the operations on the created list. (16) 

14. (a) Develop an algorithm to implement Stack ADT. Give relevant examples 

with diagrammatic representations.  (16) 

 Or 

 (b) (i) Write an algorithm to implement circular queue using arrays.  (10) 

  (ii) Show the simulation using stack for converting the expression 

p*q+(r-s/t) from infix to prefix.  (6) 

15. (a) (i) Sort the given integers and show the intermediate results using 

selection sort.  45, 25, 10, 2, 9, 85, 102, 1. (8) 

  (ii) Write a C code to sort an integer array using selection sort. (8) 

 Or 

 (b) What is hashing? Explain open addressing and separate chaining 

methods of collision resolution techniques with examples. (16) 

————————— 
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Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks 

Answer ALL questions. 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 marks) 

1. List any four  advantages of pointers. 

2. Give the significance of function declaration. 

3. Compare Structures and Unions. 

4. List the file opening modes in C. 

5. Define an abstract type. List out few. 

6. What are the advantages of linked lists over arrays? 

7. Define Queue. 

8. What is double ended queue? 

9. Sort the following numbers using bubble sort 10,5,7,11,4,1 

10. Define hashing. 

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 marks) 

11. (a) (i) Illustrate the various control structures used in C with suitable 

example.    (10)  

  (ii) Write a C Program to implement the following string handling 

functions using functions and pointers.  

   (1) Strlen ( ) 

   (2) Strcat ( ) 

   (3) Strcpy ( )    (6)   

Or 

Question Paper Code : 97218 
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 (b) (i) Write a program to print the Fibonacci series using recursion.  (6)  

  (ii) Write a C Program with functions and pointers to multiply two 

matrices and return the resultant matrix to the calling function. (10) 

12. (a) Define a structure data type named date containing three integer 

members day, month and year. Develop an interactive modular program 

to perform the following tasks : 

  (i) To read data into structure members by a function. (8) 

  (ii) To print the date in the following format : April 15, 2011 by a 

second function.   (8) 

Or 

 (b) Write a C program to create a file that could store details about five 

products. Details include product code, product name, cost and number of 

items available which are provided through keyboard. Get the input as 

product code and display the details of the product from the file.  

13. (a) Illustrate the algorithms to create the singly linked list and perform all 

the operations on the created list.  

Or 

 (b) Write a program to add two polynomials using linked list.   

14. (a) (i) Write an algorithm to convert the infix expression to postfix 

expression.   (10) 

  (ii) Show the simulation using stack for the following expression :  

   12 +3 * 14 – (5* 16) + 7   (6) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Write an algorithm to implement the circular queue using arrays. 

     (10) 

  (ii) List the applications of queues. (6) 

15. (a) (i) Sort the following sequence using quick sort.  

   2, 13,45,56,27, 18,24,30,87,9   (8) 

  (ii) Write an algorithm to search a number in a given set of numbers 

using binary search.   (8) 

Or 

 (b) Explain the open addressing and chaining methods of collision resolution  

techniques in hashing. 

 ————————— 


